A *Peponapis* bee packs it out at Pinnacles!
Pack it in! Pack it out!

P is for
“Pack it in, pack it out!”

Keep our parks clean by carrying out everything you carry in.

Don’t leave any bottles or bags...

Or wrappers, tissues, or orange peels (or even toilet paper or poop—ick!).

When hiking or camping, can you leave it so no one can tell you were there?

From the children’s book...
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**MadLib: Pack it in! Pack it out!**

____________________ and I went hiking in the GGNRA. In our _________ backpack we carried our trail map, a water bottle, and a _________.

Starting at Ocean Beach, we saw a _________ making a _________ out of sand who dropped an empty plastic water bottle on the beach!

____________________ and I _________: "Nooo! Pack it in, Pack it out!" "Oh right! I'm sorry!" the _________ said, and they picked up the empty water bottle and put it in a nearby trash container.

Up at Land's End, we saw a _________ standing on rocks over the surf _________ a _________ and then toss the peel/core into the water! _________ and I _________: "Nooo! Pack it in, Pack it out!" "Oh right! I'm sorry!" the _________ said.

They fished peel/core out of the surf, and we put it in our backpack to put in the trash later.

We crossed the Golden Gate Bridge, which was covered in _________ fog. Hiking in the Marin Headlands we saw a lady walking her _________ who left a _________, _________ poop on the trail! _________ and I _________: "Nooo! Pack it in, Pack it out!" "Oh right! I'm sorry!" the lady said, and she scooped up the dog poop into a biodegradable bag and dropped it into a trash container.

____________________ and I then _________ up to the top of Hawk Hill where we sat down on a _________ and watched the _________ sun set over the Pacific Ocean.

"_________" we shouted. "What a _________ day in the GGNRA!"
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